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T 

he elevation of Moham-
med bin Salman bin Ab-
dulaziz to the position of 
crown prince and succes-
sor to Saudi King Salman 

bin Abdulaziz Al Saud is a mixed 
blessing for the United States.

The promotion of MBS, as the new 
crown prince is sometimes called, 
is likely to strengthen ties between 
the kingdom and the Trump admin-
istration that envisions a central role 
for Riyadh in the region. However, 
US experts said the Saudi prince 
should not overestimate the extent 
of US support for Saudi positions 
in conflicts in the region, whether 
involving Qatar, Yemen or even 
Iran.

Richard LeBaron, a former US 
diplomat who dealt with Mid-
dle East matters in the region 
and in Washington, said Saudi 
Arabia’s priority was to 
“dominate” the course of 
events in the Middle East. 
“But that can’t be the only 
thing that defines US pol-
icies” in the region, added 
LeBaron, who now works 
for the Atlantic Council.

The United States and 
Saudi Arabia share a long 
list of joint interests, rang-
ing from securing energy 
supply corridors in the 
Middle East to checking Iran’s 
influence in the region. US President 
Donald Trump has worked to assure 
leaders in Riyadh, rattled by what 
they saw as a dangerously soft line 
on regional rival Iran taken by for-
mer US President Barack Obama, 
that Washington is on their side.

“They found in President Trump 
an interlocutor who sought their 
support, welcomed their invest-
ment in the United States’ econ-
omy and offered not only 
continuation of the long-

standing security cooperation with 
the United States but firmly pledged 
to be a staunch ally in opposing Ira-
nian activities in the region,” said 
Richard Murphy, a former US ambas-
sador to Saudi Arabia who works for 
the Middle East Institute in Wash-
ington.

Riyadh had felt at odds with Obama, 
“some even said the kingdom had 
been ‘betrayed’” by the previous 
administration, Murphy wrote in 
e-mailed remarks.

Riyadh’s sympathies for Trump 
are matched by Washington’s enthu-
siasm for Crown Prince Mohammed, 
said Michael Rubin, a former Penta-
gon official who works for the Amer-
ican Enterprise Institute, a Washing-
ton think-tank. “There’s a great deal 

of optimism in Washington about 
MBS and about the move to a new, 
less sclerotic generation” in Riyadh, 
Rubin said via e-mail.

Trump has thrown his weight as 
US president behind the boycott by 
Saudi Arabia and other Gulf Coop-
eration Council (GCC) members against 
Qatar in protest of Doha’s alleged 
support for radical groups. The US 
president called MBS on the day of 
his elevation to the position of crown 

prince to congratulate him.
The harmony between Crown Prince 

Mohammed and Washington is not 
perfect. For one, the US State Depart-
ment's position towards the Qatar 
crisis remains unclear despite Trump’s 
public support of Saudi Arabia.The 
internal differences in the US govern-
ment highlight a potential problem 
for MBS: He cannot be sure that 
Washington will always be as sup-
portive as Trump’s public statements 

or tweets suggest.
“The Saudis and their friends need 

to be careful about their assumptions 
concerning US support,” LeBaron 
said. “Perhaps there was a misinter-
pretation that they had a free hand.” 
He said Washington had been surprised 
by Riyadh’s move against Qatar. The 
same was true for the war in Yemen, 
where a Saudi-led coalition has been 
fighting Iran-backed Houthis.

Even in the case of Iran, the posi-
tions of the United States and Saudi 
Arabia might be less congruent than 
the new crown prince, a hawk on Iran 
issues, assumes. Despite the harsh 
anti-Iranian rhetoric by Trump and 
other administration officials, the 
US president is sticking with the 
international agreement to limit Iran’s 
nuclear programme to civilian pur-
poses. In April, the Trump adminis-
tration told Congress that Iran was 
complying with the terms of the deal.

The United States did not want “to 
be drawn into an adventure in Iran,” 
LeBaron said. In case of an escalation 
of Saudi-Iranian tensions, Washing-
ton was likely to take a very close 
look at the situation to find out whether 
it posed a direct threat to US interests 
or was more a regional rift not requir-
ing US involvement, he added.

Ties between the United States and 
Crown Prince Mohammed could be 
tested by challenges for the young 
prince at home. By taking on more 
responsibility in Riyadh, he is likely 
to come under pressure to deliver, 
Rubin predicts.

The crown prince has launched a 
number of initiatives and has to come 
up with results, Rubin wrote in ref-
erence to the war in Yemen, which 
shows no sign of ending, and domes-
tic reform projects in Saudi Arabia.

“The public is no longer going to 
blame miscalculations in Yemen or 
with regard to budgetary issues upon 
anyone else,” Rubin pointed out. “For 
better or worse, the buck stops with 
him.”

Thomas Seibert is an Arab Weekly 
correspondent in Washington.
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S President Donald 
Trump is signalling 
his administration’s 
determination to de-
velop close ties with 

Saudi Arabia’s new crown prince, 
Mohammed bin Salman bin Ab-
dulaziz, who was elevated to first 
in line for the throne in Riyadh.

Trump called the prince on June 
21, shortly after he was promoted, 
to congratulate him. The two lead-

ers “committed to close coopera-
tion to advance our shared goals 
of security, stability, and prosper-
ity across the Middle East and 
beyond,” the White House said 
in a statement.

They also “discussed the 
priority of cutting off all sup-
port for terrorists and extrem-
ists, as well as how to resolve 
the ongoing dispute with 
Qatar,” the statement added 
in reference to moves by Gulf 
countries to isolate the gov-
ernment in Doha. Crown Prince 
Mohammed, known as MBS, 
was among several Middle 
Eastern leaders welcomed to 
the White House since Trump 
took office in January. The US 
president has been keen to 
reassure Saudi Arabia of a 

strong US partnership after years 
of cooler relations under Barack 
Obama. Trump sees his visit 

to Saudi Arabia last month, his first 
foreign trip as president, as a suc-
cess that produced a commitment 
by regional players to fight extrem-
ism.

A developing personal bond between 
the prince, 31, and Trump’s son-in 
law Jared Kushner, who is 36, plays 
an important role. “Kushner and 
MBS are close,” a high-ranking West-
ern diplomat in Washington said

As Saudi Arabia’s defence minis-
ter, Crown Prince Mohammed also 
met with US Defence Secretary James 
Mattis. Last month, the United States 
and Saudi Arabia signed a $110 bil-
lion deal to supply the kingdom with 
state-of-the art US military hardware, 
including tanks and fighter jets.

The crown prince’s task to prepare 
Saudi Arabia, the world’s biggest oil 
producer, for the future in an era of 
increasing importance of renewable 
energy sources is another factor that 
makes him a key interlocutor for 
Washington.

In an important policy overlap, 
the man in line to become ruler of 
Saudi Arabia after his father, King 
Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud, who 
is 81, also shares the Trump admin-
istration’s hawkish stance on Iran. 
Trump sees Tehran, Saudi Arabia’s 
bitter rival, as the biggest security 
threat in the Middle East and as a 
dangerous state sponsor of terror-
ism.

Saudi transition to strengthen
US bonds but other factors at play
Thomas Seibert

A
lthough US President 
Donald Trump has 
yet to fill many 
foreign policy 
positions, his 
advisers on the 

Middle East are a diverse group 
with often conflicting views.

US Secretary of State Rex 
Tillerson, the former CEO of 
Exxon Mobil, has extensive 
Middle East experience but 
seemed to be out of the loop 
during the first few months of the 
administration. Whether this was 
because Trump wanted to steer 
his own course or because his 
inner circle in the White House 
did not trust Tillerson, who was 
not involved in Trump’s presi-
dential campaign, is not clear.

This started after the June 5 
move by Saudi Arabia and several 
other governments to break ties 
with Qatar because of allegations 
that the latter was too close to 
Iran and was funding extremist 
Sunni groups. Tillerson weighed 
in with Trump — who took credit 
for the Saudi-led action — but 
advised him to stop tweeting 
about his alleged role because it 
was inflaming tensions.

Various sources said Tillerson 
has been working to “lower the 
temperature,” understanding 
that the United States has vital 

interests in both Saudi Arabia and 
Qatar, including the Al Udeid 
Airbase south of Doha. Tillerson 
stated publicly that he had been 
dealing with the Qatari leader-
ship “for more than 15 years, so 
we know each other quite well.”

Surprisingly, given Trump’s 
close embrace of Egyptian 
President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi, 
Tillerson recently criticised 
Egypt. During an appearance 
June 14 before the US House of 
Representatives Committee on 
Appropriations, Tillerson said the 
United States had “a lot of work 
to do with Egypt on improving 
the human rights situation” and 
that he was “extremely disap-
pointed” over Egypt’s new law 
restricting NGOs’ operations.

Whether such comments were 
planned by the administration — 
with Tillerson playing the bad 
cop to Trump’s good cop on Egypt 
— is not known but it was a break 
from Trump’s stance of not 
criticising Sisi publicly. Tillerson 
may have coordinated this 
position with Dina Powell, 
Trump’s new deputy national 
security adviser, who worked on 
Middle East affairs during the 
George W. Bush administration 
and is of Egyptian Coptic Chris-
tian background. Powell may 
have come to believe that the 
policy of indulging Sisi has not 
had the desired effect of making 
him more accepting of civil 
society.

On other Middle East matters, 
it appears that US Defence 
Secretary James Mattis has the 

lead on Iran, Syria and Yemen. 
Mattis shares Trump’s antipathy 
towards Iran and wants to roll 
back Iran’s meddling in much of 
the Arab world. Mattis was 
probably behind the move to 
reverse the Obama administra-
tion’s decision to hold up about 
$500 million in precision-guided 
munitions to Saudi Arabia 
because of concerns that the 
Saudi air campaign has caused 
too many civilian casualties in 
Yemen. Mattis has also ordered 
the targeting of Iran-backed Shia 
militias in Syria who have been 
trying to open a corridor to Iraq 
that would facilitate Iran’s aid to 
the Assad regime and Hezbollah.

Mattis, however, appears more 
measured than Trump on Yemen. 
In April, Mattis said publicly in 
Riyadh that the Yemen conflict 
needs a “political solution.” He 
may be willing to indulge the 
Saudis militarily up to a point but 
he seems to have made an 
assessment that the Saudi-led 
military campaign against the 
Iran-backed Houthis is not going 
to soon succeed. For this reason, 
the Pentagon has convinced the 
Saudis to undertake an extensive 
training programme to help 
prevent civilian casualties, the 
New York Times reported.

On the Israeli-Palestinian issue, 
Trump’s closest advisers — son-
in-law Jared Kushner and 
international trade negotiator 
Jason Greenblatt — were known 
to favour Israeli Prime Minister 
Binyamin Netanyahu, though 
Kushner and Greenblatt also 

The Trump administration’s mixed voices on the Middle East
worked closely to facilitate the 
visit of Palestinian Authority 
President Mahmoud Abbas to the 
White House.

Although Trump, under the 
influence of national security 
adviser H.R. McMaster, Tillerson 
and Mattis, has backtracked from 
the position of moving the US 
Embassy from Tel Aviv to 
Jerusalem — for which his 
ambassador to Israel, David 
Friedman and his White House 
policy adviser, Steve Bannon, had 
advocated — he still is pinning his 
hopes on Kushner and Greenblatt 
brokering a peace deal.

Trump has sent the duo to the 
region to try to get peace talks 
started again but it is unknown if 
they have anything new up their 
sleeves. Netanyahu and Abbas 
might enter into talks simply 
because they do not want to 
alienate Trump but such talks 
will fail if this Trump team is 
bereft of realistic ideas.

Kushner’s new friendship with 
Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed 
bin Salman bin Abdulaziz seems 
designed to persuade the Saudis 
to lean on the Palestinians to 
make concessions. However, 
while the Saudis like Trump’s 
tough stand on Iran, they may not 
share Kushner’s ideas on the 
more sensitive Israeli-Palestinian 
issue.

Gregory Aftandilian is a lecturer 
in the Pardee School of Global 
Studies at Boston University and 
is a former US State Department 
Middle East analyst.
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